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CAPTIVATING -- It’s the best word to describe our orchids.  With a variety of vibrant colors, striking 
markings, and multiple sizes, Pure Beauty Orchids are quite simply attention grabbers!

//PURE BEAUTY ORCHIDS
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//LASTING BEAUTY
Pure Beauty Orchids are grown from selective breeds of 
Taiwanese orchids.  Our orchids are sought after for their high 
bud count and large petals.  

With their deep colors and striking markings, these spectacular 
orchids create a showy flow of color and beauty!
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With varying degrees of spots, veining, and splashes of coloring, we offer a wide variety of orchids year 
round.  Dark Amethyst is just one of many offerings in the purple family.
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Boldly infused with a patented dye, our ColorFuze orchids 
showcase flowers with deep, rich color and breathtaking 
variations in the trailing buds.  These enhanced orchids are 
elegant and whimsical at the same time.   
 
Go ahead – indulge your senses!

//COLORFUZE
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//EXCLUSIVE
Plainview Growers 
is one of only 
three licensed US 
producers of dye-
infused orchids. Our 
ColorFuze collection 
offers a wide range of 
colors that are perfect 
for any season or 
holiday!
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Using a variety of containers – glass, wood, metals – as well 
as trendy accent pieces, we create unique and inspiring 
upgrades.
 
Perfect for gift-giving, holiday decorating or ‘just because.’

//CLASSIC BEAUTY
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Our micro mini orchids are so versatile and easy to care 
for.  Packaged with a variety of options, they are just the 
right size for a desk, bookcase, counter or windowsill. 

Wonder Fleur is the perfect gift – a micro mini paired 
with an aroma reed diffuser. Packaged together in an 
attractive gift box.  Wonder Fleur is shipped with a display 
stand for store placement.

//VERSATILE
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Our glass cylinders take our micro orchids to new heights!  Surrounded by water gel pearls in a 28cm cylinder 
vase, these micros are low-maintenance, elegant, and can be enjoyed just about anywhere!
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//BOLD
Breathtaking is how 
people describe our
Bella White Orchids. 
Perfect for when 
you need to make a 
bold and beautiful 
statement for that 
special occasion.
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Clean, crisp and always elegant. Our premium upgrade white 
orchids are the perfect complement for the office or a formal 
dining setting.

//SIMPLY SOPHISTICATED



At Plainview Growers, our goal is to make a good thing better.   
We continually seek new ideas, designs, and containers to enhance  
the appeal of our orchids.   
 
Keeping your presentation fresh and exciting is the perfect way to  
increase floral sales and gain repeat business. 

//UNIQUE PORTFOLIO
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Established in 1985, Plainview Growers is a leader in the wholesale greenhouse industry. 
//THE PURE BEAUTY STORY
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We introduced our orchid line in 2007 and have 
continued to expand our offerings and greenhouse 
capacity ever since.  

We now produce over a million orchids annually, 
affording us ample inventory especially during 
holiday/peak seasons.  

With fast order turnaround and climate-controlled 
vehicles, we ensure the best product is delivered to 
your stores. 

Exceptional Flowers, Value, and Service. 
All from Plainview Growers!  

Visit us online: 
www.plainviewgrowers.com
www.purebeautyorchids.com


